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If you need unique solution for your projectIf you need unique solution for your project
LED ceiling panels, dance floors, wall murals, sky ceilings 
Utility Model Patent No.: ZL 2008 2 0205864.9 
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* High energy efficiency, environmental 
protection, up to 50000 hours of service 
life.

* User friendliness with soft and uniform 
light, low wattage and heat. No strobing
or glare, which protects your eyesight.

* Easy installation and low maintenance.

* Superior decorative performance. ( thin 
structure of 2CM thickness, with optional 
images that creates a sensation for 
reality to the spaces. ) 。
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LED Ceiling panels

Widely used in offices , hospitals, 
schools, hotel lobbies, restaurants, 
painting studios and many places for 
illuminating and decoration. They 
can create ceiling display of blue sky, 
beaches, forests, mountains, rivers 
and a variety of patterns, which 
makes your space distinctive and 
comfortable, as if we were looking to 
a view through the window. 

It’s also an eye friendly product with 
low visual fatigue, the light created is 
even and soft, achieving a 
shadowless luminous performance 
as well. 
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LED sky ceilings, virtual skylights & windows
Beautiful, memorable, natural, relaxing...

“ Sky Ceiling provides us with sunshine 24 hours a day,365 days a year ! “
The creation of illusions of nature
To enliven the innate human connection to nature and promote the healing 
relaxations of comfort, inner stability and vitality. 
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Wide applications:
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LED dance floors, disco floors

Popular in parties, ballrooms, night clubs, pubs, theatres, luxurious hotels as well 
as shopping square. Consist of color-changing LED system and tempered glass 
surface, they are highly resistant to impact, assembly and placement are 
extremely simple and take only minutes to complete. These floors are so eye-
catching and fascinating that they can also be used for trade show to attract 
attention. 
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LED flooring           
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LED wall light panel, murals

SLS LED is dedicated in bringing you 
the best selection of murals with LED 
light. These elegant painting and fine 
art photos that infuse a personal touch 
making home or office distinctive. It’s a
 kind of innovative product with the 
combination of unique decoration and 
illumination. Your own photos or 
images are another good options.
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Customers worldwide confirm:

z People are wowed by the beauty 
z Making everyone happy
z Improving creativity, productivity and sales
z Promoting relaxed clarity
z Creating unforgettable spaces



Which is your next lighting and décor solution?

Tell me your choice 

Toll Free:1-800-350-6167
Email:sales@maxluminaires.com
www.maxluminaires.com


